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Pharmacy Schematic Considerations and Requirements 
 
Provide the following information in the drawings/schematics required by SCPP for construction 
or renovation of a pharmacy, pursuant to the SCPP Regulatory Bylaws Part J – Conditions of 
Sale for Drugs and Related Requirements for Pharmacists, Pharmacy Technicians and 
Pharmacies. Extra information may be provided on a separate page. 
 

 Email schematic to: pat.guillemin@saskpharm.ca 

 Indicate size of dispensary in square feet. 

 Indicate size of dispensary area - free counter space dedicated to filling prescriptions in 
square feet. 

 Indicate size of customer waiting area and number of chairs, etc. 

 Will the dispensary be operating for the same hours as the clinic or premises (if 
applicable)? 

 Indicate size of patient care room and number of chairs. 

 Will patient care room allow for a wheelchair and room for patients to lie down? 

 Does patient care room have a sink? 

 Is the patient care area visible from the dispensary?  Adjacent to the dispensary? 

 Is there a segregated area for specialized services such as compliance packaging and 
compounding? 

 What size is the area for compliance packaging and compounding and where is it 
located within the pharmacy? 

 Is the fax machine located in the pharmacy/dispensary?  Where? 

 Is the fax machine located in an area which will maintain privacy of information? 

 What pharmacy software system will you be using? 

 How many computer terminals will you have in the dispensary? 

 Where will the computer terminals be located? 

 How many printers will you have and where will they be located? 

 Is the pharmacy secure from unauthorized entry? 

 Do you have a safe for the storage of your narcotic and controlled drugs? 

 Where is the sink in the dispensary located? 

 Do you have a heat source for compounding and where is it located? 

 What type of scale will you have and where will it be located? 

 Please list your compounding equipment. 
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 Will you have a shredder on-site or a service? 

 List the signage you will have for the dispensary, pharmacy, front of store, etc. and its 
location. 

 Provide a description of the information on the signage. 

 Will you have a refrigerator that meets SCPP requirements for vaccine storage? (ie not a 
bar fridge) 

 What is the make and model of the fridge(s)? 

 Will the pharmacy have adequate stock to provide prescription services? 

 How will you delineate your pharmacy and Professional Services area (PSA) from the 
rest of the premises? 

 Are there two exits (for safety reasons)? 
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